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RIGHT HON. L.S, AMERY AND INDIA

The Right Hon* L.S. Amery, Secretary of State for India,

speaking at the Oxford Union, tonight, made the following

reference to India:-

Our aim, publicly declared and sincerely held, is that India should attain* as

speedily as possible, to the same complete and unqualified independence as the

Dominions, while also, like them, resolved, to maintain the bond, of free association

with the rest of the Commonwealth, We have given to India unity., internal peace

and. the reign of law* We have inspired in her a passionate demand for democractic

self-government * /

The question that has still to be answered is this: have her leaders also been

inspired with enough of that spirit of tolerance and. compromise without which self-

government would, destroy her peace within and, inevitably invito danger to her peace

from without.

That was, in effect, the question Sir Stafford Cripps went out to ask; The

immediate answer has, no doubt, been discouraging. But I believe India is continu-

ing, and will continue, to turn over that question in her own mind, and. I, at any

rate, refuse to believe that she will not, sooner or later, give the right answer.

By far the most significant thing, however, about this peaceful evolution of

the British tradition is that it has developed in its course an entirely new con-

ception of a unity higher then that of the individual nation end, yet compatible with

full and. unfettered national individuality. Hitherto the world has only known of

two methods by which the advantages of wider unity could bo attained. One was the

method of domination and the suppression of national individuality. That is the

method by which our enemies, wish to reduce the free nations of Europe to the condi-

tion of helots under a German Herrenvolk and to enforce upon Asia the overlordship

of Japan,

The other is the method of federation; the method by which a number of

independent states combine to surrender their sovereignty, in its external and in

many of its internal aspects to a common government. Where states are geographically

continuous, of similar origin or on a similar plane of political and, social develop-
ment the method has many advantages* But the definite division of powers and the

direct surrender of sovereignty involve makes it too rigid to be acceptable to

units differing widely in their geographical or economic conditions or animated by
a strong national consciousness.

The method of the Commonwealth, as we are in process of developing it, is based,
not on any rigid separation of powers, but on the building up of a tradition of free

co-operation over the whole field of government, inspired by a sense of common

interests and by political ideals held in common*

It is a method of infinite flexibility - in that respect truly reflecting the

whole nature of our constitutional development* At first sight, compared either

with the method of Empire by domination or with that of federation, it may seem

hopelessly weak and. incapable of determined action. But who can say, in face of

the .experience of two great wars, that it has been a failure? Or who would deny
that our arrangements for co-operation, whether in defence, in mutual economic

development, or in social progress, may yet be capable of far-reaching improvement
in the future?

My conclusion is that once we have defeated, the present attempt to build up

world, empires of aggression, we should, aim, in conjunction with the great free

unions - America, Russia, China. - with which we arc allied, in this struggle, at

encouraging the development in Europe and elsewhere, of wider nation groups based

on free co-operation - on the principle of the Commonwealth. There is room for a

true "New Order", but inspired by a very different spirit, in Europe, for a true

"Co-Prosperity sphere" in the Far East, as well as for such a hopeful institution

for peaceful co-operation as the Pan American union. In that development we shall,

alike by cur traditions and. our circumstances, bo called upon to play the leading

part.
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